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February 23, 2018 
WC-282 

 
Jonathan K. Patton  
Massachusetts Historical Commission 
220 Morrissey Boulevard 
Boston, MA 02125  
 
Re: Sudbury-Hudson Transmission Reliability Project 
 Sudbury, Marlborough, Stow, and Hudson, Massachusetts 
 MHC #RC.62384; EEA #15703 
 Proposed Bridge Treatments 
 

 Dear Mr. Patton: 
 
Enclosed for your review are five sheets of engineering plans associated with the referenced project. These 
plans represent 50% Design for four bridge crossings within the project area: Chestnut Street Culvert, Bridge 
130 (Fort Meadow Brook), Bridge 128 (Hop Brook), and Bridge 127 (Hop Brook).  
 

 The Chestnut Street Culvert would replace an existing filled embankment, which was created 
following removal of an earlier Chestnut Street bridge. The structure is proposed as a 
precast-concrete arch culvert, flanked on either end by precast-concrete wingwalls (Plan 2 of 5).  

 Bridge 130 would replace an existing timber-pile trestle on the same alignment. The new structure is 
proposed as a prefabricated steel truss with timber decking and rub rails. The 12-foot deck width of 
the existing structure would be retained in the new structure. Existing timber piles would be cut at the 
mudline (Plan 3 of 5).  

 Bridge 128 would retain and reuse the granite-block abutments of the existing plat-girder structure but 
would replace the existing superstructure with new timber floor beams, decking, and rub rails. The 
10-foot deck width of the existing structure would be replaced by a 12-foot deck width (Plan 4 of 5).  

 Bridge 127 would partially retain and reuse existing backwalls of the existing plat-girder structure, but 
would replace the existing superstructure with a prefabricated steel truss, steel floor beams, timber 
deck, and timber rub rails. The 12-foot deck width of the existing structure would be retained in the 
new structure. Existing timber piles would be cut at the mudline (Plan 5 of 5). 

 
We trust you will find these plans useful. Should you require additional information, please contact Vivian 
Kimball (VKimball@VHB.com). 
  
Sincerely, 
 
Commonwealth Heritage Group, Inc.     

  
Richard Meyer    
rmeyer@chg-inc.com 
 
cc: Martin Dudek, Commonwealth
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